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Geth and the Return of the Lithens Aug 17 2021 Geth and Clover seek adventure near the borders of Foo and discover a new civilization
that needs their aid.
Geeked Out Sep 17 2021 First in a new series. In a post-apocalyptic world, AV (Anti-Violence) Club members Tip, Mindy, Owen, and Xen
develop semi-super powers and use them to try to save their middle school. Illustrations.
Choke Feb 20 2022 Pillage was the first of three books in the fantasy adventure
Leven Thumps and the Gateway to Foo May 26 2022 When fate brings fourteen-year-old Leven and thirteen-year-old Winter together,
they discover that for mankind to continue dreaming, the gateway between reality and dreams needs to be found and demolished. Reprint.
Katfish May 14 2021 Rob Burnside's life is in ruins. After his escapades with Pinocula and his resulting outrageous lies, everyone is fed up
with him. Rob needs help. And his science laboratory closet is there to give him a hand. Meet Katfish, a mashup of Katniss from t
Mormons and Popular Culture: The Global Influence of an American Phenomenon [2 volumes] Sep 25 2019 Many people are unaware of
how influential Mormons have been on American popular culture. This book parts the curtain and looks behind the scenes at the littleknown but important influence Mormons have had on popular culture in the United States and beyond.
Wizard for Hire Jun 26 2022
Leven ThumpsJan 28 2020 In book 1, when fate brings fourteen-year-old Leven and thirteen-year-old Winter together, they discover that
for mankind to continue dreaming, the gateway between reality and dreams needs to be found and demolished. In book 2, while Leven,
Winter, and sidekicks Geth and Clover battle fantastical creatures in Foo, contrary forces in Reality plan to reconstruct the destroyed
gateway between the mythical Foo and their own land.
Lost & Found Feb 08 2021 Tobias and Charlotte Eggers are not on vacation. Well, I suppose they are on a vacation from everything they
once knew. Locked within the walls of Witherwood, high upon a mysterious mesa, they are still looking for a way out. There are
distractions, however. The very ground is shaking, and the creatures that protect the school are revolting. When one of their only friends
goes missing it leads to a devastating secret. But there is hope. There are other students who have clear minds and are also fighting to get
out. Luckily for everyone, Tobias has a plan. It's a dangerous one, but if it works, it could forever change their fate and Witherwood's
future.
Leven Thumps and the Eyes of the WantJul 16 2021 Leven is summoned to the abode of the Want, not knowing whether that leader's
intentions are to harm or to help Foo, and soon Leven is separated from his good friends as he continues his battle to save that mythical
land.
Leven Thumps and the Ruins of AlderJan 10 2021 Leven discovers that he must travel to the island of Alder to find the answer that will
save the realm of Foo from destruction.
Professor Winsnicker's Book of Proper Etiquette for Well-Mannered Sycophants Feb 29 2020 A textbook explaining the proper behavior
of sycophants in the land of Foo, along with journal entries kept by a young student named Clover Ernest, who will become the sycophant
of Leven Thumps.
Leven Thumps and the Wrath of Ezra Jun 14 2021 4th Volume in the Levem Thumps Series. Leven continues quest to save the imaginations
and dreams of all mankind
Isadora Moon Goes to the Ballet Jul 24 2019 Half vampire, half fairy, totally unique! Isadora Moon is special because she is different.
Her mum is a fairy and her dad is a vampire and she is a bit of both. When her mum and dad come along on a school trip to the ballet,
Isadora worries that they might not be like normal mums and dads. But she has even bigger problems when Pink Rabbit goes missing. Will
she be able to find him before the curtain rises? With irresistible pink and black artwork throughout by author/illustrator Harriet
Muncaster and a totally unique heroine with an out-of-this-world family, this is a beautiful, charming, and funny new series of first chapter
books. Perfect for fans of Claude, Dixie O'Day, and Squishy McFluff, Isadora Moon is the ideal choice for readers who want their magic
and sparkle with a bit of bite!
Potterwookiee Mar 24 2022 The latest creature to emerge from Rob's closet is a cross between Chewbacca from Star Wars and Harry
Potter. Rob names him "Potterwookiee" ("Hairy" for short) and soon Rob finds himself treading water as he tries to figure out how to care
for his mixed-up friend. Great laughs and great books help Rob along the way.
Bigger, Badder, Nerdier Sep 05 2020 “Dystopia meets Wimpy Kid in this mash-up.”—School Library Journal Obert Skye's Bigger, Badder,
Nerdier is the second book in the post-apocalyptic parody Geeked Out series! Otto Waddle Junior High School is worse than ever. Tip and
his geeky friends have finally come into their superpowers—well, their mediocre powers—and now have a whole new cast of impersonators
to take on. Their foursome is being challenged by a rival group of students who are pawns in Darth Susan’s evil plot against them. If

middle school has any chance of survival, Tip and his friends must take their unusual powers to a whole new level and nerd things up big
time. Christy Ottaviano Books
The Transparency Tonic Jun 22 2019 The secrets of the potion-making world are at stake when Gordy has to unravel a mystery at
B.R.E.W. headquarters and defeat the threat of a powerful new group of potion masters.
Leven Thumps and the Whispered SecretJan 22 2022 While Leven, Winter, and sidekicks Geth and Clover battle fantastical creatures in
Foo, contrary forces in Reality plan to reconstruct the destroyed gateway between the mythical Foo and their own land.
Mutant Bunny Island #2: Bad Hare Day Apr 24 2022 The second book in this hilariously inventive trilogy from Obert Skye, author of the
bestselling Leven Thumps series, comes with all the spills, chills, and thrills you’d expect—along with zany fully illustrated comic-style
chapters to enliven the adventure! When Perry is invited back to Bunny Island for its first-ever Carrot Con, he’s beyond happy to have the
chance to reconnect with his favorite uncle, Zeke, and his friends, Juliet and Rain. After stopping Mayor Lapin and his dastardly plan to
turn everyone into rabbits, Perry is psyched just to have a normal visit. But then freak microstorms pop up all over the island, ruining his
fun before its even begun. Perry is quickly convinced that it isn’t the weather that’s to blame for all the destruction. Perry’s ready to
gather his friends to solve another Mutant Bunny-style mystery when Uncle Zeke gets locked up for a crime he didn’t commit. Can Perry
and his friends prove Uncle Zeke’s innocence and save Bunny Island a second time around? Perry is going to have to pull off something
drastic and heroic to foil this hare-rrificly evil plot. It’s second title in the much-loved series that School Library Journal said would amuse
young readers who are looking for "fast-paced books with unlikely, hyperactive heroes, and outlandish adventures.”
The Lord of the Hat May 02 2020 Rob Burnside thinks he's getting the hang of things. It almost seems as if he has learned all he needed to
from his unusual closet. Beardy, the doorknob, has it locked up and there are no signs nor sounds of the closet door opening again. But
something has slipped from the closet unnoticed and that something is part Gollum, part Cat in the Hat. He's an intense creature with mad
rhyming skills. And when Rob's family wins a trip to Colorado, something extra makes it into his luggage. Get ready for school fights, train
rides, long mysterious hikes, and a creature unlike any of the others. What Rob will discover is epic.
Pillagy Apr 12 2021 Orphaned Beck Phillips is sent to live with an eccentric uncle and learns of a family curse that can make dragon eggs
hatch, as he and his friends proceed to hatch dragon stones and embark on a series of adventures.
Shattered Shields Aug 24 2019 Swords and Shields. Faith and Magic. Grab your weapons and prepare, for the enemy is on the move. High
fantasy and mighty conflicts go hand-in-hand. In great wars, armies rise to fight evil hordes and heroes struggle to push beyond their
imperfections to save the day. These stories include more than just epic landscapes and charactersãthey also feature epic battles. Imagine a
doctor struggling to identify the spy who has infiltrated his company•s ranks and poisoned his colleagues or a boy suspected of murder by a
king yet protected by a princess as he helps her father against his own people. Imagine a butcher discovering that he•s called to lead an
uprising, or a First Born knowing that she must betray her own in order to save humanity. The possibilities are endless, but at the heart
they have this in common: soldiers¾ordinary and otherwise_struggling against extraordinary odds to survive the day. They must withstand
dark magic, dodge enemy blades, and defy the odds to survive SHATTERED SHIELDS. Contributors: Larry Correia Sarah A. Hoyt Gray
Rinehart David Farland Glen Cook Seanan McGuire John Helfers Annie Bellet Joseph Zieja Wendy N. Wagner David Farland Cat Rambo
Robin Wayne Bailey Nancy Fulda John R. Fultz Dave Gross James L. Sutter Elizabeth Moon At the publisher's request, this title is sold
without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About Shattered Shields: "An inventive and thought-provoking set of tales that capture the
bravery and terrors of battle. Carries the banner of military fantasy proudly."--John Marco, author of The Bronze Knight Series About The
Raygun Chronicles edited by Bryan Thomas Schmidt: "Fans of sf should enjoy this stylistically varied homage to a genre as old as the
fiction . . . "--Library Journal About Beyond the Sun edited by Bryan Thomas Schmidt: "Beyond the Sun mixes courage, redemption, and
stark terror in tales of distant worlds. Buckle in."--Jack McDevitt, author of Firebird
The Chaplain's War Jul 04 2020 The mantis cyborgs: insectlike, cruel, and determined to wipe humanity from the face of the galaxy. The
Fleet is humanity•s last chance: a multi-world, multi-national task force assembled to hold the line against the aliens• overwhelming
technology and firepower. Enter Harrison Barlow, who like so many young men of wars past, simply wants to serve his people and partake
of the grand adventure of military life. Only, Harrison is not a hot pilot, nor a crack shot with a rifle. What good is a Chaplain•s Assistant
in the interstellar battles which will decide the fate of all? More than he thinks. Because while the mantis insectoids are determined to
eliminate the human threat to mantis supremacy, they remember the errors of their past. Is there the slightest chance that humans might
have value? Especially since humans seem to have the one thing the mantes explicitly do not: an innate ability to believe in what cannot be
proven nor seen God. Captured and stranded behind enemy lines, Barlow must come to grips with the fact that he is not only bargaining
for his own life, but the lives of everyone he knows and loves. And so he embarks upon an improbable gambit, determined to alter the
course of the entire war. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About Chaplain's War:
"Solid hard SF with the frisson of well thought through action. Much to enjoy!" - Dr. Gregory Benford multiple Nebula award-winning
creator of the Galactic Center saga About Brad Torgersen: Brad Torgersen can write something technical and complex, yet still give it real
emotional depth. He's one of the most talented authors I've ever read." -Larry Correia, author of the best-selling Monster Hunter series
"Brad R. Torgersen shows why he's going to be a power in this field for years to come."- Mike Resnick, multiple Hugo Award winning
author and editor Brad Torgersen is a writer who's done a lot and come up the hard way... and the depth of his writing shows it, especially
in understanding the nuts and bolts of technology and the souls of those who use it." - L.E. Modesitt, Jr.
Leven Thumps 5 Volume SetMar 31 2020 Foothe place between the possible and the impossible
The Afterlife AcademyOct 07 2020 Fans of Adam Gidwitz and Neil Gaiman will love this middle-grade adventure about two boys, a
mysterious, old book with some dark secrets, and a horde of angry demons. Nothing could go wrong, right? When Walter Prairie is struck
dead by a bolt of lightning, he’s fast-tracked through the Afterlife Academy and assigned as a Guardian Agent to protect a High-Level
Target. Walter’s HLT, Charlie Dewdle, isn’t the most popular kid in school. He’s a bit paranormally obsessed. And he has just found an
old book that could be used to open the Gateway for demons to wreak havoc on earth. Now, it’s up to Charlie and Walter to fight an
eclectic horde of enemies and protect humankind at all costs. But saving the world isn’t so easy. Especially when your protector doesn’t

know the first thing about the underworld, bullies like Mo Horvath are trying to hunt you down, pretty and popular Melissa Bittner is
suddenly talking to you, and your parents think you’re going crazy. A Whitney Award Nominee “An appealing ghost story without being
creepy, this title would be a great read for any reader looking for a mix of adventure and humor.”—School Library Journal “A fun,
suspenseful read. . . . Cole's fast-paced fantasy can be enjoyed by the entire family.”—Deseret News "The adventure of a lifetime--or afterlifetime."--OBERT SKYE, author of the Leven Thumps series "A fast-paced and fun adventure that puts a new twist on the
afterlife!"--PLATTE F. CLARK, author of Bad Unicorn “Tons of fun and adventure with every turn of the page. . . . This is the perfect
middle-grade book, and I loved it!”—LDSWBR
Potterwookiee Jun 02 2020 The latest creature to emerge from Rob's closet is a cross between Chewbacca from Star Wars and Harry
Potter. Rob names him "Potterwookiee" ("Hairy" for short) and soon Rob finds himself treading water as he tries to figure out how to care
for his mixed-up friend. Great laughs and great books help Rob along the way. Obert Skye delivers once again on the quirky humor that
makes this illustrated, middle-grade series so distinctive.
Wonkenstein Mar 12 2021 Twelve-year-old underachiever Rob has better things to do than read. His parents give him lots of books but
most of them just end up in the messy pile of junk he keeps locked in his closet that once doubled as a makeshift science laboratory. One
day, Rob hears weird sounds coming from behind his closet door and discovers a funny little creature that seems to be a cross between two
characters from books he's tried to ignore. He names him Wonkenstein. Keeping track of "Wonk" is hard work. But with help from friends
and a little off-the-wall magic, Rob and Wonkenstein's crazy adventures set the stage for great laughs . . . and Rob might even read some
good books along the way.
Geth and the Deception of Dreams Oct 31 2022 Beyond the borders of Foo lies the land of Zendor--a place where dreams are held captive
with little thought for hope, but now Clover and Geth are determined to change that.
Apprentice Needed Sep 29 2022 In book one of the series, Ozzy saw the classified ad in his local paper for a "Wizard for Hire" and
discovered there was a wizard right in Portland, Oregon. Ozzy was relieved when the wizard, Rin, agreed to help him find his kidnapped
scientist parents, though the search was a wild series of close calls the closer they got to the truth. And although Rin had plenty of wise
sayings, Ozzy doubted that Rin was an actual wizard. Now, on one dark and windy night, Ozzy steps out of bed, jumps out his window, and
walks straight into the ocean. It's as if someone is controlling Ozzy's mind. He's saved by Sigi--Rin's daughter--and Clark, a mechanical
robot bird. More than ever, Ozzy could really use the services of Rin, the Wizard for Hire. When a mysterious package arrives in the mail
containing a plane ticket and a thumb drive, Ozzy is certain it's from Rin. But when Ozzy, Sigi, and Clark arrive in New York, Rin isn't
there. Instead they are met by the man who was the money behind the mind-controlling "discipline serum" created by Ozzy's parents. Ozzy
was the final test case and is now the key to discovering the serum's secret. He is a very valuable boy. Once again, he's on the run. As fate
would have it, Rin appears just in time. But Rin's goal is more than a rescue mission. He needs an apprentice to cement his status and
notoriety in the magical realm of Quarfelt--assuming the place even exists. As Rin's apprentice, Ozzy must complete five tasks to receive the
Gift of Wonder. Ozzy is willing to help, but is now really the best time to enter a contest for wizards when something is controlling his
mind? Especially when someone is out to destroy the people he loves? In an exciting and magical ending, Ozzy receives information that
turns his world upside down, and Rin pulls off his greatest magic trick before disappearing with Clark into the dark water off the coast of
Otter Rock. Apprentice Needed is about living to your full potential. It is about the bond between a wizard, his daughter, his new
apprentice, and their companion robot bird. It is about finding wonder, accepting heartache, and living with all the possibilities both may
bring. It is a story filled with humor and excitement that can shows us the magic in everyday things.
Magic Required Nov 19 2021 When Ozzy's scientist parents are kidnapped, he responds to a classified ad in the local newspaper and hires
a "wizard" named Rin who claims that his magic is real, but Ozzy isn't convinced. In the final book of the Wizard for Hire trilogy, Ozzy and
his friend (and Rin's daughter), Sigi, are in danger. They are still being hunted by Ray, the power-mad villain who will stop at nothing to
find the formula to the mind-controlling discipline serum--one that Ozzy's parents created and injected into him. Knowing the dangers that
lie ahead, Rin introduces Ozzy to four more friends who also claim magical, wizard-like abilities. Again, Ozzy has no reason to believe that
magic exists or that Rin's eccentric friends can help. With the injection of the mind-controlling serum, Ozzy is learning to control the minds
of animals as well as people. His new powers make him wonder if magic is necessary. Rin says believing is key to seeing the magic all
around us, but Ozzy isn't so sure anymore. Rin, Ozzy, and Sigi must act quickly, as the minds and free will of all mankind are in danger of
being controlled by whoever controls the serum. The wild ride plays out in a nonstop, nail-biting battle at a popular fantasy convention. In
this series finale, Ozzy will find out if his kidnapped parents are still alive, and he'll discover that real friends are like magic: they make the
impossible, possible.
Pinocula Oct 19 2021 Things are going pretty well for Rob Burnside until Pinocula--a cross between Pinocchio and a vampire--emerges
from his closet, lying, joking, and doing his best to drive Rob crazy.
Mutant Bunny Island Jul 28 2022 Obert Skye, author of the bestselling Leven Thumps series, delivers a delightful mixture of offbeat
mystery and laugh-out-loud humor in this thoroughly inventive adventure complete with comic-style illustrations, the first in a trilogy. Tenyear-old Perry Owens has learned everything he needs to know from comic books. So when Perry receives a troubling message from his
favorite uncle, Zeke, he knows exactly what’s wrong. Obviously, evil newts wearing trench coats must have kidnapped Zeke. Now they’re
holding him hostage somewhere on Bunny Island, the remote vacation destination that Zeke calls home. On his own, Perry travels to Bunny
Island, where dozens of bunnies are running wild. One in particular doesn’t seem quite right. A creature this cute shouldn’t exist in
nature. Are there truly evil newts on the loose, or something much stranger...and more disturbingly adorable?
Pillage Dec 21 2021 Upon his mother's death, fifteen-year-old Beck Phillips is sent to live with an eccentric uncle he had never met in a
remote manor house, where he learns that his family suffers from a curse that allows him to make plants grow on command and dragon
eggs hatch.
Mutant Bunny Island #3: Buns of Steel Nov 07 2020 No matter how many times Perry Owens saves Bunny Island from a hare-rrificly evil
plot, another rabbit-filled crisis lurks around the corner! Join Perry on his adventures in the final book of this hilariously inventive trilogy

from Obert Skye, author of the bestselling Leven Thumps series. Perry’s return to Bunny Island just isn’t going as planned at all. His uncle
Zeke is tied up at his new job, and his best friends Juliet and Rain are too busy to notice the island’s sudden spike in really angry rabbits.
But when Perry makes the hare-raising discovery that these dastardly bunnies are actually robot rabbits, he realizes it’s up to him to
figure out who is behind these buns of steel. Time is running out for Perry and his pals as thousands and thousands of rabbit holes are
springing up across the island, threatening to tear it apart. Join Perry and his friends as they try to get to the bottom of what’s destroying
Bunny Island in this hilariously harrowing bun-tastic adventure from beloved author Obert Skye.
Ambush Dec 09 2020 Beck, Kate, and Wyatt thought they had finished hatching dragons from stones but when they are proved wrong,
Beck must decide if acting on the inherited Pillage family traits will gain him what he really wants.
Witherwood Reform SchoolAug 29 2022 After a slight misunderstanding involving a horrible governess, oatmeal, and a jar of tadpoles,
siblings Tobias and Charlotte Eggars find themselves abandoned by their father at the gates of a creepy reform school. Evil mysteries are
afoot at Witherwood, where the grounds are patrolled by vicious creatures after dark and kids are locked in their rooms. Charlotte and
Tobias soon realize that they are in terrible danger—especially because the head of Witherwood has perfected the art of mind control. If
only their amnesiac father would recover and remember that he has two missing children. If only Tobias and Charlotte could solve the dark
mystery and free the kids at Witherwood—and ultimately save themselves.
The Terrible Speed of Mercy Oct 26 2019 “Many of my ardent admirers would be roundly shocked and disturbed if they realized that
everything I believe is thoroughly moral, thoroughly Catholic, and that it is these beliefs that give my work its chief characteristics.”
—Flannery O’Connor Flannery O’Connor’s work has been described as “profane, blasphemous, and outrageous.” Her stories are
peopled by a sordid caravan of murderers and thieves, prostitutes and bigots whose lives are punctuated by horror and sudden violence.
But perhaps the most shocking thing about Flannery O’Connor’s fiction is the fact that it is shaped by a thoroughly Christian vision. If the
world she depicts is dark and terrifying, it is also the place where grace makes itself known. Her world—our world—is the stage whereon the
divine comedy plays out; the freakishness and violence in O’Connor’s stories, so often mistaken for a kind of misanthropy or even
nihilism, turn out to be a call to mercy. In this biography, Jonathan Rogers gets at the heart of O’Connor’s work. He follows the roots of
her fervent Catholicism and traces the outlines of a life marked by illness and suffering, but ultimately defined by an irrepressible joy and
even hilarity. In her stories, and in her life story, Flannery O’Connor extends a hand in the dark, warning and reassuring us of the terrible
speed of mercy.
The Magic Thief Dec 29 2019 Discover the fantasy and wonder of The Magic Thief, the first book in Sarah Prineas’s acclaimed middle
grade fantasy series! Diana Wynne Jones, author of Howl's Moving Castle, said: "I couldn't put it down. Wonderful, exciting stuff." In a
city that runs on a dwindling supply of magic, a young boy is drawn into a life of wizardry and adventure. Conn should have dropped dead
the day he picked Nevery's pocket and touched the wizard's locus magicalicus, a stone used to focus magic and work spells. But for some
reason he did not. Nevery finds that interesting, and he takes Conn as his apprentice on the provision that the boy find a locus stone of his
own. But Conn has little time to search for his stone between wizard lessons and helping Nevery discover who—or what—is stealing the city
of Wellmet's magic.
Bigger, Badder, Nerdier Nov 27 2019 “Dystopia meets Wimpy Kid in this mash-up.”—School Library Journal Obert Skye's Bigger, Badder,
Nerdier is the second book in the post-apocalyptic parody Geeked Out series! Otto Waddle Junior High School is worse than ever. Tip and
his geeky friends have finally come into their superpowers—well, their mediocre powers—and now have a whole new cast of impersonators
to take on. Their foursome is being challenged by a rival group of students who are pawns in Darth Susan’s evil plot against them. If
middle school has any chance of survival, Tip and his friends must take their unusual powers to a whole new level and nerd things up big
time. Christy Ottaviano Books
Batneezer Aug 05 2020 "A strange combination of Ebenezer Scrooge and Lego Batman helps Rob Burnside save his school"--
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